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12365 Shields of
Crusan Resources MMH 55-664 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

Shields of Crusan is a modders resource including three
new shields, Green Skull Shield, Orange Skull Shield,

and a Wood Shield. The shields may be used in any mod
however you so wish and you may also do with the

shields as wish with a small bit of credit to Lord Crusan
and Myself.

12348
Fantasy Wings

(Modders
Resource)

Resources MMH 55-890 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

12312
Staves of the

Undying Wind
V2

Resources MMH 55-1281 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06
This is a modders resource. There are 3 staves for you
to use however you wish. The ESP file is not a mod it

simply adds the staves to the editor.

12298 Staves of the
Undying Wind Resources MMH 55-1358 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

This is a modders resource. There are 3 staves and 2
have 2 versions for you to use however you wish. I

included the textures in the NIF files cause I am lazy
and have lots of work to do. If you want to retexture the

staves let me know and I will send you a texturable
version. The ESP file only a...

12296 Weapons of the
Undying Wind Resources MMH 55-1375 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

This is a modders resource. Included are 4 brand new
staves and 2 brand new swords created by me of

course.

12267 Tree Village
Model Set 1 Resources MMH 55-1709 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

This is a modders resource it does NOT add anything to
the game. There are 6 diferent models in this set

without interiors, sorry, maybe if I feel like doing some
more work on these models I will include some interiors

later.

12263 Daedric Tower Resources MMH 55-1735 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

This is a modders resource it does NOT add anything to
the game. This model is completley original work by

yours truly if they resemble any work done by someone
else it is purely coincidence. There is 2 texture

variations packed into 2 different rar files since I dont
know how to make 2 texture s...

12262 Athene Statue Resources MMH 55-1729 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

This is a modders resource it does NOT add anything to
the game. Simply it is a statue of the greek goddess

Athene. I found this model on the web so in no way is it
mine I am not good enough to do this type of modeling.
I simply DL the model retextured it and nifed it for yall

to use however you ...

11976 AOF Face
Meshes Resources MMH 55-5697 AnOldFriend 2011-10-02

If you wish to add these to the game you will have to set
the texture paths and do the setup in the CS. Using
Nifskope to setup... First, place the texture(s) into

Morrowind- Data files- Textures folder Second, place
head mesh into Morrowind- Data files- Meshes folder

Third, O...

9237 Tree Bridge
GTW Staff

Models and
Textures MMH 56-669 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

This is not a mod it does not add anything to the game it
is merely a resource pack in wich you are free to use as
you so wish, I would like to know what you are using it

for though its always fun to know. Note: the Tree Bridge
model is 70,000 polygons so use with care. And incase

you think its e...

8717 High Poly
Candles v0.1

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14828 AnOldFriend 2013-06-19 A pluginless replacer for Morrowind's candles.

8309 AOF's New
Horizons

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14824 AnOldFriend 2013-06-14 This is a sky mesh that improves the distant horizon

clouding.

8308
AOF's

Illuminated
Glowing

Daedric Armor

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14823 AnOldFriend 2013-06-14

This is an add-on for AOF's Illuminated Armor for users
of Ghostnull's Glowing Daedric Armor. Requires

Ghostnull's Glowing Daedric Armor:

8307 AOF SKIES Models and
Textures MMH 56-5695 AnOldFriend 2011-10-02 Simple texture replacer for most of the clouds.

8306 AOF Resource
pack 1

Models and
Textures MMH 56-4175 AnOldFriend 2009-05-12

This is a pack of some of the resources that I have
released including: Fantasy Wings version 1 and 2, the
Cleric shield, the daedric and Karstag towers, and the
tree bridge. Fantasy Wings version 2 is the only set in
this pack that wasnt previously released I pretty much

made the text...
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8305 AOF Potions
v1.0

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14685 AnOldFriend 2013-05-09

The files contained within replace the meshes and
textures for the Exclusive, Quality, Standard, Cheap,

and Bargain potions. Installation: DDS files go into your
Morrowind> Data Files> Textures folder. NIF files go

into your Morrowind> Data Files> Meshes> "M" folder.

6443 aMAZEd v1.0 Dungeons MMH 31-14647 AnOldFriend 2013-04-24

The mod is a pretty simple mod but I hope it will be fun
and maybe a lil challanging. It is basicly a maze that is
located southeast of Vivec (See map pic) in wich you

have to nagotiate to get through to the center to claim a
prize. There are other goodies scattered about totaling

5 all together,...

4220 New BB
Textures v1.0

Featured
Modders MMH 10-12132 AnOldFriend 2013-01-18

This is a texture replacer for the "Better Bodies" mod
which also includes newly mapped version of the "BB"

model. I remapped the model slightly to fit these
textures. I am not sure how well they will work with the

original textures or any other texture replacers so
making a back up of the origin...

1869 Oblivian
Tapestries Items MMH 46-657 AnOldFriend 2009-04-06

Included in this file are 9 tapestries using the Oblivion
Screenshots, the only ones released at the official site at
this time. I will get the wallpaper that is released aswell
as any others released at a later date. This is a modders

resource, put them in your mods, and if you so wish
retexture...

401
AOF

Illuminated
Armor

Armor MMH 4-14822 AnOldFriend 2013-06-14
Aof's Illuminated Armor adds refectivity to

Adamantium, Daedric, Glass and Indoril armors. It can
be used with vanilla textures, but AnOldFriend
recommended using Darknut's Armor textures


